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ABSTRACT

In this work, reaction-diffusion manifold (REDIM) reduced chemistry is used in the simulation of turbulent non-premixed flames based on
a transported-probability density function model. Differential molecular diffusion is applied in the generation of the manifolds. This is the
first work to consider the gradients of the reduced variables as additional parameters in the REDIM model, and one-directional gradients are
utilized to generate the REDIM reduced chemistry. Hereby, the influence of turbulence on differential molecular diffusion is automatically
considered in terms of reduced variable gradients, and the physical transport properties (e.g., diffusion coefficients) are used in a detailed
way, without any additional modeling (e.g., unity-Lewis number assumption). Although the scalar gradients appear as multi-directional in a
general turbulent reacting flow, previous direct numerical simulation analysis reveals that REDIMs generated from one-directional gradients
can accurately describe the system featuring multi-directional gradients, if this one-directional gradient has a major effect on the chemistry.
Here, it is proposed to obtain such gradients under the hypothesis that the flame structure is locally one-dimensional at each spatial position.
In order to retrieve the gradients of the reduced variables for the interpolation of the thermo-kinetic states from the REDIM table, the sub-
grid gradient is evaluated here from the particle fields. The well-known Sandia series of flames is selected to validate the proposed algorithm.
The results show that the new algorithm can reproduce the thermo-kinetic quantities with high accuracy for all investigated flames.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0039160

I. INTRODUCTION

For a general reacting flow, the thermo-kinetic state with nsp spe-
cies is a set of scalars expressed as an n ¼ nsp þ 2 dimensional vector

W ¼ ðh; p;/1; :::;/nspÞT, where h is the specific enthalpy, p the pres-

sure and /i is the specific mole number of species i, defined as
/i ¼ wi=Mi (wi is the mass fraction andMi the molar mass of species
i). The evolution of the thermo-kinetic state due to chemical and
transport processes can be described by the following partial differen-
tial equation (PDE) system:1,2

@

@t
W x; tð Þ ¼ FðWÞ � u � rð ÞW� 1

q
r � D � rð ÞWð Þ ¼ UðWÞ: (1)

Here, u is the velocity vector, D is the n� n� dimensional transport
matrix, and q is the density. F is the n-dimensional source vector that
accounts for the chemical reactions, which may involve hundreds of
species depending on the fuel considered.1–3 Therefore, the PDE sys-
tem shows a high dimensionality. In addition, the numerical integra-
tion is slowed down by the stiffness of the governing equations due to
the strongly non-linear dependence of the reaction rates on tempera-
ture and composition.1–3 The problem of having both a high
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dimensional and stiff PDE system leads the way for further develop-
ment of chemistry reduction models.

The direct numerical simulations (DNSs) for both laminar and
turbulent reacting flames reported in Ref. 4 show that only a part of
the composition space is accessed. The thermo-kinetic states tend to
approach common attracting manifolds after a short time and finally
reach the equilibrium point. This is because the physical processes (e.
g., convection and molecular diffusion) and the chemical reaction pro-
cesses take place at time-scales differing by orders of magnitude.1,2,5

Chemical time scales describe how fast each chemical mode relaxes to
the equilibrium and cover a much wider range than the physical time-
scales.5 This observation leads to the development of low-dimensional
manifold methods, where the chemical time-scales faster than the
physical time-scales are decoupled from the system. Therefore, the sys-
tem is only governed by the chemical time-scales comparable to or
slower than the physical ones.1,2,5 Thus, the system dynamics is gov-
erned by the ms slowest modes ðms � nÞ and the corresponding low-
dimensional slow manifoldsM are defined as

M ¼ W : W ¼ WðHÞ; W : Rms ! Rn
� �

; (2)

whereW is the state vector of the original full system. The reduced coor-
dinates H ¼ ðh1; h2; :::; hmsÞT parametrize the slow manifold. Several
chemistry reduction models based on the concept of low-dimensional
attractors have been developed. Among them are the intrinsic low-
dimensional manifold (ILDM),5 the flame prolongation of ILDM
(FPI),6 the flamelet model,7 the flamelet-generated manifold (FGM),8

and the reaction-diffusion manifold (REDIM).9 A review on this topic
can be found, e.g., in Refs. 1 and 2. Such low-dimensional manifolds
have the advantage of representing slow manifolds and the overall slow
dynamics. The dimension of the governing equations can be therefore
reduced through the use of manifold-based simplified chemistry.

Not only chemical kinetics but also molecular transport has an
important influence on the thermo-kinetic states. To simplify the com-
putational complexity without losing accuracy, many numerical calcula-
tions exploit the assumption of equal diffusivities (ED) (in particular, the
case of unity Lewis numbers).10–16 However, various experimental inves-
tigations such as Refs. 17–22 have reported the importance of differential
molecular diffusion (DD) in turbulent reacting flows. Moreover, many
numerical studies such as Refs. 23–29 confirm that an accurate predic-
tion of species with high molecular diffusivity (e.g., H2) or NOx and soot
formation can only be achieved by using a detailed transport model
including differential diffusion. This is because the molecular transport
coefficients (matrixD) are purely physical properties and do not depend
on the external flow. In other words, with increasing turbulence intensity
the transport processes will be enhanced, but the physical properties
(e.g., transport coefficients) would remain unaffected.

Numerous methodologies have been developed to couple differ-
ential diffusion with detailed and reduced chemistry models, in partic-
ular for transported-probability density function (TPDF) simulations.
One approach used in some works30–33 is to introduce differential
mixing timescales to describe the differential molecular diffusion in
the mixing model. For example, in Ref. 30, an additional term is added
to the standard mixing model parameter C/, to account for the
enhancement of mixing by the differential molecular diffusion:
C�
/ ¼ a � C/, where a is a model parameter depending on turbulent

kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation, etc. In the context of flamelet
modeling,7 different approaches have been proposed. In Ref. 34, a new

definition of mixture fraction is formulated for the flamelet equation7

removing the previous assumption of equal diffusivity (unity Lewis
number). In Ref. 35, the differential diffusion flamelet model is based
on a combination of two flamelet libraries: one using the equal diffu-
sivities transport model and the other using the differential molecular
diffusion transport model. In Ref. 36, the non-unity Lewis number
assumption is used in the near-injector zone and the unity Lewis num-
ber assumption further downstream. A manual switch between the
models is made according to the reported experimental study. In Ref.
37, the REDIM chemistry is generated based on a detailed transport
model to account for differential diffusion38 in the transport matrix D,
while the effect of turbulence on the reduced chemistry is considered
in terms of scalar dissipation rate. The latter becomes an additional
progress variable. Other approaches accounting for differential diffu-
sion in PDFmodels can be found in Refs. 39–42.

This work exploits the REDIM9 as a reduced chemistry model. A
detailed transport model38 is applied to describe differential diffusion
within the manifold. In the process of generating the REDIM, infor-
mation about the scalar gradient is needed. In our previous work,43–45

the scalar gradient was taken from steady laminar flame scenarios.
However, such gradients in a turbulent flow can differ largely from
those in a laminar flow. To take into account the influence of scalar
gradients on the reduced chemistry, this work presents a novelty in the
framework of the REDIM concept: the gradients of the reduced varia-
bles become progress variables. In other words, the selected reduced
variables together with their gradients determine the thermo-kinetic
states. However, scalar gradients in turbulent flows appear in a multi-
directional way, so that the REDIM model with multi-directional gra-
dients must be taken into consideration. This would complicate the
computation because the corresponding REDIM model would be high
dimensional. On the other hand, our previous work based on DNS
analysis46 shows that the REDIM model obtained from the one-
directional gradient can accurately describe the system with multi-
directional gradients, if this one-directional gradient contributes the
major effect on the chemistry. In order to identify this major gradient
component, the same idea as the flamelet concept47 is used: the flame
structure can be locally considered as one-dimensional. In other
words, the species gradient in the flow field is dominated by a compo-
nent in one major direction, which is normal to the flame surface. The
previously investigated turbulent non-premixed flames, Sandia D–F48

are selected as the reference case for this validation.
This work is organized as follows: Sec. II provides a short outline

about the models used for the turbulence and the reduced chemistry.
Section III introduces the one-directional gradient approximation.
Section IV explains in detail the numerical procedure for the genera-
tion of the reduced chemistry and its coupling with models for turbu-
lent flows. Finally, the validation of the proposed algorithm is shown
in Sec. V. Important observations related to this investigation are sum-
marized in the conclusions.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

In the present work, the Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes
(RANS) equations coupled with the TPDF method are applied. In
order to reduce the computational effort caused by detailed chemical
kinetics (high dimension and high stiffness), the reaction-diffusion
manifolds (REDIMs) reduced model is used. This section provides a
brief overview for the methodology of each model.
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A. Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) for the
flow field

The governing conservation equations of this work are derived
by applying Favre-averaging, namely, a quantity f ðx; tÞ is split into a

Favre-averaged quantityef ðxÞ and the corresponding Favre-fluctuation
f 00ðx; tÞ: f ¼ ef þ f 00 ¼ qf =�q þ f 00. Thus, the Favre-averaged continu-
ity equation and momentum equations for RANS can be written as

@�q
@t

þr � �qeuð Þ ¼ 0; (3)

@�qeu
@t

þr � �qeu � euð Þ ¼ �r�p �r � �q gu00 � u00
� �

: (4)

Here, t is the time and u ¼ ðu1; u2; u3ÞT is the velocity vector. The
symbol � is the dyadic product, and r is the nabla operator
r ¼ ð @

@x1
; @
@x2

; @
@x3

ÞT.
Note that, in the present work, the flow is considered as adiabatic,

meaning that the total enthalpy is conserved for a low Mach number.
Therefore, the conservation equation for energy is not needed in the
CFD code, since the Favre-averaged temperature eT is determined
by the PDF, and the local values are retrieved from the reduced chem-
istry table (see Sec. II C). Equations (3) and (4) are closed by the
Favre-averaged ideal gas equation: �p ¼ �q � gRgT , where Rg is the mass-
specific gas constant defined as Rg ¼ R= �M ( �M : molar mass of
mixture; R¼ 8.314 J/(molK): universal gas constant). The unclosed
Favre-averaged Reynolds stresses �q gu00 � u00 are determined from the
PDF part (see Sec. II B).

B. Transported-PDF (TPDF) model

The probability density function (PDF) method has been devel-
oped for several decades and applied to a wide class of flows. The
TPDF equation derived by Dopazo and O'Brien49–51 and Pope52

shows a remarkable advantage: chemical reactions can be treated in
an exact way, without approximation. In the present work, a joint
PDF of velocity-composition-turbulent frequency (VCF-PDF) is
employed.53,54 This joint PDF is a one-point, one time PDF consisting
of three components: the velocity u, the n-dimensional thermo-kinetic
states W, and the turbulent frequency x. A TPDF equation for this
VCF-PDF can be derived,52,53 and it shows the main advantage of
PDF methods, i.e., the chemical reaction term does not require any
modeling.52,55 The derived TPDF equation can be solved numerically
by using the Monte Carlo particle method,52 where the PDF is
represented by an ensemble of notional particles with flow and
thermo-kinetic properties (position x�, velocity fluctuation u00;�,
thermo-kinetic states W�, and turbulent frequency x�) evolving
according to stochastic processes.52,55

The evolution of the notional particle properties is described by
the following stochastic differential equations (SDEs):52,54,56

dx� ¼ eu þ u00;�ð Þdt; (5a)

du00;� ¼ 1
�q
r � �q gu00 � u00

� �
dt � u00;� � rð Þeu

� 1
2
þ 3
4
C0

� �
Xu00;�dt þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C0kX

p
� dW; (5b)

dx� ¼ �C3X x� � exð Þdt � SxXx
�dt þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2C3C4Xexx�

p
� dW;

(5c)

dW� ¼ FðW�Þ � dt þM � dt; (5d)

where Sx is the sink of turbulent frequency

Sx ¼ Cx2 � Cx1 � P

k � X ; (6)

P is the turbulence production, k is the turbulent kinetic energy, and
X is the conditionally averaged turbulent frequency:

P ¼ gu00 � u00 : reu ¼ �gu00i u00j � @eui

xj
; (7a)

k ¼ 1
2

gu00 � u00 ¼ 1
2
gu00i u00i ; (7b)

X ¼ CX � q
�x�jx� � ex

�q
: (7c)

All values for the model parameters C0, CX; Cx1; Cx2, C3, C4, and C/

used in the simulation in the present work will be listed later. In Eq.
(5d), the terms FðW�Þ and M are, respectively, the source term of the
thermo-kinetic states and the mixing process. The modeling of the
mixing process in the framework of PDF methods plays an important
role for the simulation accuracy. The simplest mixing model is the
interaction by exchange with the mean (IEM) developed by Dopazo
and O'Brien,57 which is expressed as

M ¼ � 1
2
� C/ � W� � eWð ÞX: (8)

However, the IEM model has the main drawback: the shape of the
scalar PDF remains unchanged; thus, it does not relax to a
Gaussian distribution.55,58 Many other models satisfying this
requirement are therefore developed, such as the Euclidean mini-
mum spanning trees (EMST),59 the multiple mapping conditioning
(MMC),60 or the parameterized scalar profiles (PSP).61 References
58 and 62 provide a detailed review about the mixing models avail-
able in the literature.

C. Reaction-diffusion manifolds (REDIMs) for reduced
chemistry

The reaction-diffusion manifolds (REDIMs)9 used in this
work identify the low-dimensional invariant manifold M [cf. Eq.
(2)], which accounts for physical transport. The REDIM can be
obtained by solving the following evolution equation toward the
steady solution:9

@WðHÞ
@t

¼ I�WHðHÞ �Wþ
HðHÞ	 


� FðWðHÞÞ � 1
q

DWH � vðHÞð ÞH � vðHÞ� � �
; (9)

where WH is the matrix of partial derivatives of W with respect to H
ððWHÞi;j ¼ @wi=@hjÞ. Wþ

H is the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of
WH. In addition, vðHÞ is the gradient estimate expressed as
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vðHÞ ¼ rH ¼
j j j

rh1 rh2 � � � rhms

j j j

2
64

3
75
T

¼

@h1
@x1

@h2
@x1

� � � @hms

@x1
@h1
@x2

@h2
@x2

� � � @hms

@x2
@h1
@x3

@h2
@x3

� � � @hms

@x3

2
66666664

3
77777775

T

; (10)

where x ¼ ðx1; x2; x3ÞT is the vector of the spatial coordinates. The
use of Eq. (9) to generate the REDIM is linked to several advantages
compared to other manifold methods:

• There is no restriction to the dimensions of the reduced chemis-
try. In other words, reduced chemistry with arbitrary dimensions
for the reduced coordinate vector H can be constructed.63

• Differential molecular diffusion can be implemented through the
transport matrix D in Eq. (9), accounting for the transport prop-
erties and their influence onto the thermo-kinetic state space of
the reduced system.64

• If the gradients for the investigated turbulent flow are available
(e.g. from DNS data), then a multi-directional gradient estimate
can be supplied to generate the REDIM reduced chemistry.46

• The effect of gradients on the reduced system can be included in
the model through the estimate vðHÞ in Eq. (9) (see Sec. IVA).
This corresponds to taking into account the stronger gradients
observed for turbulent flows.

• As shown in Ref. 65, the REDIM evolution equation Eq. (9) is
invariant with respect to a change of the reduced coordinates, as
long as uniqueness of the mapping is guaranteed. Thus, the
REDIM method allows a simple analysis of the hierarchy of
manifolds of different dimensions.65

A critical point to understand here is that the gradient estimate
vðHÞ must be provided for the generation of REDIMs in Eq. (9).
Different approaches have already been applied in our previous
papers:

• The gradient can be estimated by representative constant values
along the manifold, namely, vðhÞ ¼ const.43 However, this
assumption may be inaccurate because scalar gradients can vary
largely depending on the flow Reynolds number.66,67

• The gradients can be taken from typical flame scenarios includ-
ing burning flames and pure mixing processes as well as extinc-
tion and ignition processes.44,45,68–70 Usually, a set of flamelets
has to be chosen. If premixed flames are involved, the turbulence
will hardly change the scalar gradients in the reaction zone.71,72

In this case, gradients obtained from flames appear as a reason-
able choice for the generation of the REDIM. However, the scalar
gradients from turbulent non-premixed flames can be consider-
ably different from those found in laminar flames,73 which could
lead to modeling errors.

• The gradients can be taken from DNS data whenever available.46

This is the most accurate way to include the real behavior of the
investigated combustion system, but it is computationally
expensive.

A common property to these different approaches is that the sys-
tem scalar gradients are assigned to the REDIM evolution equation (9)
as a priori information, before the reduced chemistry is stored in a
database. However, scalar gradients depend strongly on the instanta-
neous flow field (e.g., local Reynolds number, turbulent frequency,
etc.) and change in time and space.74–76

There are two different strategies to overcome the limitation
derived by the gradient guess. One possibility is to increase the dimen-
sions of the REDIM reduced chemistry (the number of reduced varia-
bles h) because the gradient estimate becomes less and less important
with increasing dimensions.9,63 The other strategy, used in the present
work, is to consider the scalar gradients as additional variables in the
REDIM chemistry. In this case, the REDIM reduced chemistry is
defined as

M ¼ W : W ¼ W H; vðHÞð Þ; W : R4ms ! Rn
� �

: (11)

The dimension is now 4ms, because for each reduced coordinate its
gradient generally points in three directions. If one only considers the
gradient in one direction, which we will call the one-directional gradi-
ent, Eq. (9) can be simplified to the following expression:

@WðHÞ
@t

¼ I�WHðHÞ �Wþ
HðHÞ	 


� FðWðHÞÞ � 1
q

DWH � v̂ðHÞð ÞH � v̂ðHÞ� � �
; (12)

with

v̂ðHÞ ¼ @h1
@z

@h2
@z

� � � @hms

@z

� �T
; (13)

and D the same n� n-dimensional transport matrix as in Eq. (1).
Here, the REDIM manifold based on one-directional gradients is
stored as

M ¼ W : W ¼ W H; v̂ðHÞð Þ; W : R2ms ! Rn
� �

: (14)

Figure 1 shows the influence of the gradient estimate for a one-
dimensional REDIM for counterflow diffusion flames with h ¼ N2 (in
specific mole numbers) and a one-directional gradient, and the physi-
cal transport properties are determined in a detailed way. It is observed
clearly that with different gradients, one obtains different REDIM
models. If the gradient v̂ðhÞ increases to a certain value [here in this
example v̂ðhÞ ¼ 3000], the REDIM provides an extinguished solution.
This can be understood as follows: if the scalar dissipation rate
becomes larger, the Damk€ohler-number (ratio of the physical trans-
port and chemical time scales) becomes smaller, so that chemical reac-
tions cannot take place since the fresh reactants are removed quicker
than the reaction requires. An extinguished solution is therefore
obtained. In this example, the REDIM reduced chemistry is written as
M ¼ W : W ¼ WðN2; v̂ðN2ÞÞ; W : R2 ! Rn

� �
. Clearly, the influ-

ence of scalar gradients on the chemistry can be potentially well cap-
tured in the concept of REDIMs automatically.

It must be emphasized again that the influence of scalar gradients
on the REDIM model becomes less and less important with increasing
the dimension of the REDIM model. For low dimensions (say less
than or equal to two dimensions) of the REDIMmodel, the scalar gra-
dients play an important role, while the scalar gradients play a minor
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role for high dimensions (say larger than three dimensions), which
have already shown in our previous work such as in Refs. 9, 63,
and 77.

The advantage of including the gradients as additional indepen-
dent variables in the REDIM model is that depending upon different
gradients vðHÞ, one obtains different REDIM models. Furthermore,
the gradients are related closely to the turbulence intensity in the flow
field. Therefore, the influence of scalar gradients on the change of the
chemical states is taken into account directly via the REDIM model,
and no additional models for the physical transport properties are
needed (e.g., unity-Lewis number assumption or introduction of tur-
bulent diffusivity30).

In fact, the gradients can be easily calculated from DNS.
However, in a general three-dimensional flow, the scalar gradients are
three directional and the corresponding REDIM reduced model of Eq.
(11) has high dimensions [e.g., Eq. (8), if two reduced variables are
considered]. In contrast, the REDIM model generated using one-
directional gradients of Eq. (14) is more computational efficient in its
application, because one obtains a four-dimensional REDIM model
using two reduced variables. Here, we propose an approximation to
justify the use of a one-directional gradient REDIM for a multidimen-
sional flow. This approximation is similar to the idea of the flamelet
concept that the flame structure can be locally considered as
one-dimensional and depends only on the coordinate normal to some
iso-surface describing the flame structure.47,78 This concept will be
discussed in detail in Sec. III.

III. ONE-DIRECTIONAL GRADIENT APPROXIMATION
FOR THE TURBULENT REACTING FLOWS

In general, the gradient estimate for the k� th reduced variable
in turbulent reacting flows must be expressed as a vector of multi-
directional gradient in the REDIM concept as well [cf. Eq. (10)]

vðhkÞ ¼ rhk ¼ re1hk � e1 þre2hk � e2 þre3hk � e3; (15)

where ei (i¼ 1, 2, and 3) is the element in the basis unity vectors of the
spatial space, andreihk is the directional derivative of gradientrhk in
direction ei

reihk ¼ rhk � ei: (16)

On the one hand, using this multi-directional gradient is the most
accurate way to capture the effect of the gradients on the chemistry.
On the other hand, it results in a high-dimensional REDIM reduced
chemistry. The computational efficiency is considerably reduced.

To overcome this difficulty, Schiessl et al.46 studied the effect of
gradients on the chemistry based on the DNS analysis. In their analy-
sis, the multi-directional gradient was taken from a DNS database and
decomposed into three directions using a singular vector decomposi-
tion, so that the first term in Eq. (15) represents the major contribu-
tion to the REDIM model. This term was closely related to a one-
dimensional flame structure, which is typically assumed in the flamelet
context.47 The remaining terms in Eq. (15) are considered as a correc-
tion for the one-dimensional flame structure assumption. This allowed
to account for the effect of the multi-directional gradient in turbulent
flames on the REDIM model. Under such circumstances, the REDIM
obtained from the gradient part sharing the major contribution
(re1hk � e1) can be used to accurately describe a system with multi-
directional gradients. Alternatively said, the REDIMmodel can be gen-
erated by using a one-dimensional gradient Eq. (12), and the manifold
is stored according to W ¼ WðH; v̂ðHÞÞ, and the gradient part with
the major contribution will be used at run-time to retrieve the thermo-
kinetic states from the table.

The remaining question is how to identify the gradient with the
major contribution on chemistry, using the information from the flow
fields. To solve this problem, we begin with a general description of
turbulent non-premixed reacting flows, as represented in Fig. 2.
Although a two-dimensional flow is shown, the discussion can be
straightforwardly extended to a three-dimensional flow. Depending on
the turbulence intensity, the flame (gray surface) can appear as
strongly distorted or even fragmented.47,78–80 However, for non-
premixed flames, one can easily determine the iso-surface for the mix-
ture fraction n (iso-n-surface in figure). The normal vector of iso-n-
surface nn (black arrow) can be easily obtained from

nn ¼ � rn
jrnj ; (17)

FIG. 1. Example of influence of gradient estimate vðhÞ using a one-dimensional
REDIM.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the proposed algorithm for general turbulent
condition.
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where j � j is the Euclidean norm. Afterwards the n?n which satisfies
n?n � nn ¼ 0 determines the basis vector for the iso-n-surface.

The introduction of the iso-n-surface and its normal vector nn
allows treating the flame structure similarly to the flamelet concept;47

although the flow is multi-dimensional, one can consider the flame
structure locally as a one-dimensional structure. Under this hypothe-
sis, it is assumed that the reduced variable gradient in the direction
normal to the iso-n-surface (rnn hk, red arrow in Fig. 2) can be consid-
ered as the gradient part having major contribution on the reduced
chemistry. The contribution along the iso-n-surface instead (blue
arrow in Fig. 2) has a minor effect on the chemistry and is therefore
neglected. In this way, we write the reduced variable gradient along
direction nn as

jrhkj 	 rnnhk ¼ rhk � nn: (18)

IV. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
A. Generation of REDIM reduced chemistry

To illustrate the generation of the reduced chemistry, the coun-
terflow diffusion flame configuration corresponding to the Sandia
flame48 inlet conditions is considered:

• Fuel side: main jet having a mixture composition of 25% meth-
ane + 75% air by volume, p¼ 1 bar, and T ¼ 294K.

• Oxidizer side: co-flow having mixture composition of 100% air,
p¼ 1 bar, and T ¼ 292K.

The numerical simulations for the detailed calculation and gener-
ation of the REDIM model are performed using the in-house
HOMREA and INSFLA code.81 The molecular transport model is
based on Curtiss–Hirschfelder approximation,38 and it includes the
Soret effect82 (note that more complex models can be handled). The
mixture fraction is defined consistently with the definition provided
for experimental measurements48

n ¼ 2 wC � wC;2ð Þ=MC þ 0:5 wH � wH;2ð Þ=MH

2 wC;1 � wC;2ð Þ=MC þ 0:5 wH;1 � wH;2ð Þ=MH
; (19)

where wC and wH are the elemental mass fractions of C and H, MC

and MH the atomic weights. The subscript 1 refers to the fuel side
(main jet), and subscript 0 to the oxidizer side (co-flow air). A detailed
description of the REDIM generation procedure can be found in the
literature in Refs. 44, 45, and 63. Hereby, only the important issues
related to the numerical procedure will be addressed.

Figure 3 shows the REDIM reduced chemistry projected onto the
N2-CO2 space. To solve the REDIM evolution equation (12), the
boundary conditions enclosing the application range of the reduced
chemistry should be defined first. The upper boundary is defined using
the Burke–Schumann solution83 since the system is considered as adi-
abatic, while the lower boundary is a pure mixing line without reac-
tions. Such boundaries include all possible flame scenarios, namely,
stable flames with different strain rates and the extinction regime. The
initial condition for the numerical integration of Eq. (12) can be cho-
sen arbitrarily, since only the stationary solution of Eq. (12) is of inter-
est. Before integrating the REDIM evolution equation (12), the
reduced coordinate system H shall be defined. In Refs. 84–87, it was
shown that a two-dimensional REDIM is sufficient to describe the
Sandia flames D and E, while for the Sandia flame F a three-

dimensional REDIM should be considered to increase the accuracy.87

In this work, the investigation is limited to REDIMs based on two
reduced variables (h1; h2) because we improve the accuracy by taking
into account the varying gradients. Thus, the REDIMmanifold for the
simulation of Sandia flames is finally represented by

M ¼ W : W ¼ W h1; h2; v̂ðh1Þ; v̂ðh2Þð Þ; W : R4 ! Rn
� �

(20)

and it will be labeled as REDIM-grad throughout the whole work.
Note that although two reduced variables (h1; h2) are used, the
REDIM-grad reduced chemistry is four-dimensional.

B. Application of REDIM reduced chemistry in the PDF
particle method

In the context of REDIM, as well as in many other tabulated
chemistry models, all information related to thermo-kinetic states
such as enthalpy, species concentrations, and their thermo-kinetic
source terms can be stored as functions of reduced coordinates. If the
instantaneous values of the reduced coordinates are known, all other
thermo-kinetic values can be extracted from the REDIM table.
Therefore, instead of the full thermo-kinetic stateW�, the notional par-
ticles in the PDF particle method carry thermo-kinetic information in
terms of reduced coordinates H�. The evolution of such coordinates
due to reaction and mixing using the IEM model57 yields an equation
similar to Eq. (5d)

dH� ¼ F H�; v̂ðH�Þð Þ � dt þM � dt: (21)

Here, the mixing processes M take place directly in the reduced coor-
dinate space. For example in the IEM, the mixing process based on
reduced coordinates is written as

M ¼ � 1
2
� C/ � H� � eHð ÞX: (22)

The reaction processes F are interpolated from the REDIM table using
the calculated values ofH� and v̂ðH�Þ.

While the values of H� can be easily obtained from the instanta-
neous notional particle properties, the gradients v̂ðH�Þ must be deter-
mined at each evolution step. Various strategies to define the gradient
of the k� th reduced variable h�k can be considered:

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of generation of REDIM reduced chemistry.
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• In the first variant, one can set the v̂ðh�kÞ to be the real sub-grid
gradient of hFVk for each finite-volume (FV) cell in nn direction:

v̂ðh�kÞ ¼ rnnhk
FV ¼ rnn

ehkFV þrnnh
00;FV
k , where h00;FVk is the fluc-

tuation gradient and ehk FV is the weighted mean value of h�k from
all notional particles Np

ehk FV ¼

XNp

i¼1

m�;i � h�;ik

XNp

i¼1

m�;i
; for one FV cell (23)

with m� being the notional particle mass. The calculation of h00;FVk
is not straightforward, because it requires an additional transport
equation.88–90 The computational cost is therefore increased.

• In the second variant, one can set the v̂ðh�kÞ to be the gradient ofehk FV for each finite-volume (FV) cell in nn direction:
v̂ðh�kÞ ¼ rnn

ehkFV. Although this strategy is simple, it ignores the
effect of turbulent fluctuations on the scalar gradients, thus
rnnh

00;FV
k ¼ 0.

• The third variant, followed in this work, is to assume that the
real sub-grid gradients can be approximated (at least as a coarse
approximation) by gradients evaluated from the particle field.
v̂ðh�kÞ must be calculated for each notional particle depending on
its instantaneous spatial position and the value retrieved from its
neighbors, namely,

v̂ðh�kÞ ¼ rn�nh
�
k ¼ rh�k � n�n; (24)

where

n�n ¼ � rn�

jrn�j : (25)

The numerical implementation to calculate the scalar gradient
from the particle field will be discussed in Sec. IVC. It shall be
mentioned here that the real sub-grid gradients represented by
the gradients evaluated from the particle field are only an esti-
mate. Numerical simulations show that this approximation
largely depends on the number of notional particles and the CFD
cell size (see Sec. VA). By increasing the number of notional par-
ticles per CFD cell and reducing the cell size, this approximation
gives reasonably good results.

C. Numerical implementation

Figure 4 summarizes the whole numerical procedure. In the
RANS model, the Favre-averaged continuity and momentum equa-
tions (3) and (4) are solved to obtain the Favre-averaged density �qFV

and velocity �uFV for each CFD cell, which are fed into the code of the
PDF particle method. A certain amount of notional particlesNp is con-
tained in each cell. For each notional particle, the evolution of the spa-
tial position x� is calculated using Eq. (5a), the evolution of the
velocity fluctuations u00;� using Eq. (5b), the evolution of the turbulent
frequency x� using Eq. (5c), and the evolution of the reduced coordi-
natesH� using Eq. (21).

In the last step, the values of the reduced coordinates for each
notional particle together with the particle position in space are fed

into the REDIM code, in order to retrieve the thermo-kinetic source
terms. The gradients of the reduced variables shown in Eq. (24) are
calculated numerically at run-time using a finite difference method
(FD). For the k� th reduced variable h�k in a two-dimensional domain,
the differentiation becomes

rh�k ¼

@h�k
@x1

����
x2

@h�k
@x2

����
x1

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA ¼

h�kðx1 þ Dx1; x2Þ � h�kðx1 � Dx1; x2Þ
2Dx1

h�kðx1; x2 þ Dx2Þ � h�kðx1; x2 � Dx2Þ
2Dx2

0
BBB@

1
CCCA:

(26)

To obtain the values at positions h�kðx16Dx1; x26Dx2Þ, the built-in
function scatteredInterpolant() of MATLAB version R2020a91 is used,
which performs an interpolation on a 2D dataset based on the
Delaunay triangulation algorithm.92 The values h�kðx16Dx1; x26Dx2Þ
are affected by the neighbor particles of h�kðx1; x2Þ as shown in Fig. 5.
According to this figure, all the particles in the same cell (C) and the
ones in the neighbor cells (NW, N, NE, W, E, SW, S, and SE) are
selected for the interpolation of the values h�kðx16Dx1; x26Dx2Þ. The
input vector passed to the function scatteredInterpolant() contains the
positions of all selected particles X1 for the x1� coordinate and X2

for the x2� coordinate, as well as the k� th reduced variable of all
selected particles in the column vector Hk. The MATLAB function
F¼ scatteredInterpolant(X1; X2,Hk) creates an interpolant that fits a
surface of the form hk ¼ Fðx1; x2Þ (blue surface in Fig. 5). From there,
one can calculate the interpolated values as h�kðx16Dx1; x26Dx2Þ
¼ Fðx16Dx1; x26Dx2Þ. Note that the proposed algorithm to calcu-
late the gradient for each particle can also be extended to the 3D case,
and the function scatteredInterpolant() of MATLAB version R2020a91

can be directly applied for a 3D dataset.
The source term can be therefore interpolated based on the

information of H� and v̂ðH�Þ. Once the thermo-kinetic source
term FðH�; v̂ðH�ÞÞ and the mixing term MðH�Þ are calculated,
they are fed back to the PDF particle module. The temperature of
each particle is also retrieved from table lookup. Particles
belonging to the same CFD cell are used to calculate the Favre-
averaged temperature gRgT , with Rg being the gas constant.

FIG. 4. Flow chart for the hybrid FVM/TPDF method coupled with REDIM reduced
chemistry.
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Finally, the averaged pressure for each computational cell is
determined as

�p ¼ �q � gRgT ; (27)

and it is supplied back to RANS module.

D. Summary of the proposedmethodology

Before discussing the validation results, we summarize hereby the
proposed methodology. The numerical simulation is performed using
the hybrid RANS/TPDF model coupled with the REDIM reduced
chemistry. The REDIM model used in this work, labeled as REDIM-
grad, is parametrized by the reduced coordinates H and their one-
directional gradients v̂ðHÞ. The values of the gradients supplied for
the REDIM-grad table are derived from two assumptions:

• A previous analysis of DNS data showed that the scalar gradients
are dominated by a component in one major direction, which has a
main effect on the reduced chemistry. Information of the thermo-
kinetic states retrieved from the REDIM-grad using this major
component is the same of a system including multi-directional gra-
dients. The first assumption (discussed in Sec. III) states that the
flame structure can be locally considered as one-dimensional, as
typically assumed in the flamelet concept.47 The major component
of the scalar gradients is the component belonging to the normal
iso-n-surface, thus pointing along direction nn. This assumption is
valid if the gradient of the reduced variables is almost aligned with
nn. In other words, the component along the tangential space to
the iso-n-surface remains negligibly small.

• The second assumption (discussed in Sec. IV B) states that the
sub-grid gradients are approximated by the gradients in the fields
represented by the notional particles. This is a strong

assumption, and its accuracy depends largely on the number of
notional particles used on a single computational cell (the discus-
sion follows in Sec. V).

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To validate the proposed methodology, the well-known meth-
ane/air piloted turbulent jet flames (Sandia flames D–F48) are used as
experimental test-case. This flame series is of great interest because
with increasing jet velocity (Reynolds numbers: ReD ¼ 22 400,
ReE ¼ 33 600, and ReF ¼ 44 800) the scalar gradients vary signifi-
cantly75,93 and their influence on (reduced) chemical kinetics is worth
to be investigated. Furthermore, species such as H2, which is also
experimentally measured, need to be well predicted to capture the
effect of differential molecular diffusion.

The computational domain and numerical parameters are con-
sistent with those used in our previous works Refs. 85–87. Simulations
are run on a 120 Dj� 40Dj domain (Dj ¼ 7:2mm is the diameter of
the main jet pipe), discretized on a non-uniform grid of 51� 42 CFD
cells (for a total of 2142 cells). The numerical parameters and their val-
ues for each model used in the TPDF method are listed in Table I. The
EMST mixing model59 is chosen in this work because it ensures local-
ness in composition space. In fact, it is capable of reproducing differ-
ential diffusion for the reduced variables using a constant C/, whose
value was validated in the DNS analysis of Ref. 94.

In order to improve computational efficiency by avoiding too
many notional particles gathering in one CFD cell, a particle number
control is used, based on particle cloning and clustering.55 The initial
number of particles per CFD cell is Np¼ 120, which will be shown to
be sufficient for the Sandia flame series (see Sec. VA). To control the
number of notional particles, a minimum of Np;min ¼ 0:8 � Np ¼ 96
and a maximum of Np;max ¼ 1:2 � Np ¼ 144 are allowed in each cell.

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of gradient determination of notional particles in 2D spatial coordinates.
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The boundary conditions for the mean velocities, the Reynolds
stresses, the turbulent frequency, and the turbulent kinetic energy are
the same as the numerical setup of Ref. 95.

For the reduced chemistry REDIM-grad [cf. Eq. (14)], the
reduced coordinate vector is set to be

H ¼ ðh1; h2ÞT ¼ ð/N2
;/CO2

þ 0:5/H2OÞT: (28)

This has been seen to be a reasonable choice to couple the manifold-
based reduced chemistry with the mixing process in PDF simulations.
More details can be found in Ref. 86.

A. Sensitivity with respect to the particle number

In this section, the minimum number of notional particles Np per
CFD cell required for the simulation of the Sandia flame series is first
investigated. Increasing values of Np are tested, until the results reach
statistical convergence. Figure 6 shows representative results for the
conditional Favre-averaged H2 mass fraction gwH2 jn over the mixture
fraction en at position x=Dj ¼ 7:5, for both flames D and F using dif-
ferent numbers of Np.

From Fig. 6, it is clear that for flame D, Np¼ 20 and Np¼ 40 do
not give enough resolution, and at least a value of Np¼ 60 is required
to gain in accuracy. For flame F instead, which has a high degree of
local extinction,48 Np¼ 100 is the minimum number of notional par-
ticles required per CFD cell. It is believed that since the flame F has a
stronger turbulence and consequently higher scalar gradients in flow
field, an accurate determination of the gradients [cf. Eq. (24)] for flame
F requires the use of a large number of particles Np. As a consequence,
the number of notional particles Np¼ 120 is applied for flame D–F in
the next simulations.

B. Predicted velocity field

The mean eu1 and the Reynolds stresses gu001u001 of the axial velocity
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, where the symbols represent the experi-
mental data.96

One can see that the mean axial velocities (Fig. 7) are in good
agreement with the experiment, although a certain deviation is
observed for flame F.

The quantities gu001u001 (Fig. 8) are under-predicted for all three
flames, but this was already observed in the literature when using
RANS, such as in Refs. 97 and 98. A better prediction could be
obtained by large eddy simulations (LES), as reported in e.g., Refs. 99
and 100.

TABLE I. Parameters and their values for each model used in the TPDF method.

Parameter Value Applied model

C0 2.1 Simplified Langevin model Eq. (5b)56

CX 0.689 2 Turbulent frequency model in
Eqs. (5c), (6), and (7c)54

Cx1 0.71
Cx2 0.90
C3 1.0
C4 1.25
C/ 1.5 EMST-mixing model59

FIG. 6. Sensitivity of particle number Np per cell for conditional Favre-averagedfwH2 at position x=Dj ¼ 7:5 for Sandia flames D and F. Symbols: experimental
measurement.48

FIG. 7. Mean of axial velocity eu1 along the centerline for Sandia D–F using four-
dimensional REDIM-grad model with Np¼ 120 notional particles. Symbols: experi-
mental measurements;96 lines: simulation results.
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C. Predicted thermo-kinetic quantities

In order to relate the thermo-kinetic quantities to the differential
molecular diffusion effect described in Sec. VB, two additional
REDIM tables are generated for the numerical simulations. The num-
ber of notional particles used in the CFD remains Np¼ 120. The
results obtained will be compared with the previously discussed
REDIM-grad. The additional REDIMs are

• REDIM-ED: here the gradient estimate for the REDIM evolution
equation is provided as a priori information. The gradients v̂ðh1Þ
and v̂ðh2Þ in Eq. (12) are obtained from detailed solutions of
steady flame scenarios using the equal-diffusivity (ED) transport
model (Le ¼ 1). The flame scenarios here are the steady counter-
flow diffusion flames with different strain rates and the pure mix-
ing line, same as used in Ref. 84. In this case, the REDIM model
is two-dimensional and parametrized as W ¼ ðh1; h2Þ.

• REDIM-DD: This model is similar to REDIM-ED, with the only
difference that the gradients v̂ðh1Þ and v̂ðh2Þ in Eq. (12) are
obtained from detailed solutions of steady flame scenarios using
the differential molecular diffusion (DD) transport model.

Note that the REDIM models using a gradient estimate from
detailed solutions of steady flames, such as REDIM-ED and REDIM-
DD, are coincident with flamelet-based models such as the flamelet gen-
erated manifold (FGM). Moreover, it should be emphasized that for the
implementation of REDIM-ED and REDIM-DD one does not need to
calculate the gradients of the reduced coordinates [gradðh1Þ; gradðh2Þ],
while this step is necessary for REDIM-grad as shown in Sec. III.

1. Species CO and OH

The conditional Favre-averaged mass fractions of CO and OH
over mixture fraction en at three different locations (x=Dj ¼ 7:5; 15,
and 30) are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for flames D–F.

It is observed that the molecular transport has minor effects on
CO and moderate on OH. Therefore, for the predicted wCO and wOH,
the results using REDIM-ED and REDIM-DD are comparable and

show good agreement for flames D and E. For flame F instead, both
REDIM-ED and REDIM-DD over-predict the quantities largely, indi-
cating an under-prediction of local extinction. Overall, the REDIM-
grad shows a much better prediction for flame F at most positions. For
example, at position x=Dj ¼ 7:5, the maximum difference between
experimental measurements48 and the REDIM-grad result is around
10%, which is much lower than the maximum difference between
experimental measurements48 and the REDIM-DD result with around
30%. The only noticeable deviation occurs at positions x=Dj ¼ 15
and 30 for the conditional wCO with around 15% difference related to
experimental measurements.48 However, such over-prediction was
also observed in Ref. 95 (p. 100 of the supplementary material), where
the ISAT chemistry model101 was used for the detailed chemistry cal-
culation, and the REDIM-DD model over-predicts significantly with a
maximum difference of around 60% compared to experimental
measurements.48

The reason behind a more accurate prediction of flame F using
REDIM-grad is that the influence of the scalar gradients on the
thermo-kinetic states has been considered. In fact, scalar gradients can
account for states departing from the steady flame regime, as it will be
discussed in Sec. VC2.

2. Species H2

In reacting flows, the effect of differential molecular diffusion on
H2 is shown to be important.24,102,103 Figure 11 shows the conditional
Favre-averaged mass fractions of H2 over mixture fraction en at three
different locations (x=Dj ¼ 7:5; 15, and 30) for Sandia flames D–F.

At x=Dj ¼ 30, the results using REDIM-ED show already a good
agreement for flameD and E, indicating that far downstream the differen-
tial molecular diffusion becomes less important and the turbulent trans-
port more important. However, the results for REDIM-ED over-predict
the quantity significantly for flame F (the difference to experimental mea-
surements48 can be up to 75%) because not sufficient local extinction can
be captured. At x=Dj ¼ 7:5 and 15, REDIM-ED largely over-predicts
wH2 especially within 0:4 < n < 0:6 (the difference to experimental
measurements48 can be up to 50%), because in this regime the molecular
diffusivity is enhanced due to high temperature. The resulting effect of dif-
ferential molecular diffusion is still dominant in this range.

On the contrary, the application of REDIM-DD overestimates
differential molecular diffusion (the difference to experimental mea-
surements48 up to 60% especially at position x=Dj ¼ 30), since the
influence of turbulence on reduced chemistry is not accounted for. As
a consequence, both REDIM-ED and REDIM-DD do not seem suit-
able to correctly predict the species with high molecular diffusivity (e.
g., H2) at the positions where both molecular and turbulent diffusivity
are important (e.g., here x=Dj ¼ 7:5 and 15).

Although for flame F the quantity is over-predicted at x=Dj ¼ 30,
the results using REDIM-grad show the best agreement with experimen-
tal measurements48 at all three positions, and the corresponding differ-
ences between the experimental measurements48 and the REDIM-grad
results are mostly less than 10%, which are obviously less than those
between the experimental measurements48 and the REDIM-ED results
(up to 75%) or the REDIM-DD results (up to 60%).

Such a good agreement between numerical results and experi-
mental measurements48 for Sandia flame D–F indicates the that the
effect of differential molecular diffusion and turbulent transport on

FIG. 8. Reynolds stress of axial velocity gu001u001 along the centerline for Sandia D–F
using four-dimensional REDIM-grad model with Np¼ 120 notional particles.
Symbols: experimental measurements;96 lines: simulation results.
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reduced chemistry can be indeed accounted for automatically by the
REDIM method in terms of v̂ðHÞ. Unlike the method proposed in
Ref. 36 or in Ref. 35 where the effect of differential diffusion is consid-
ered based on two reduced chemistry groups (one group using the
unity-Lewis number assumption and the other using a detailed trans-
port model), the REDIM-grad model is generated by using the detailed
transport model and captures the differential diffusion effect automati-
cally in terms of local scalar gradients that are related to turbulence
intensity.

D. Scatter plots

The results shown in Figs. 9–11 suggest that the accurate predic-
tion of thermo-kinetic quantities must capture both the effect of turbu-
lence on differential molecular diffusion and the degree of local
extinction and re-ignition.

Flame D is selected as a representative example to discuss the
effect of turbulence on differential molecular diffusion because it has a
low degree of local extinction and re-ignition,48 and both significant
and non-significant effects of differential molecular diffusion can be

FIG. 9. Conditional Favre-averaged wCO over mixture fraction at three different locations for Sandia flames D–F. Symbols: experimental measurements;48 Red lines: REDIM-
grad model; yellow lines: REDIM-ED model; purple lines: REDIM-DD model.
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observed depending on spatial positions. As shown in Fig. 11, both
REDIM-ED and REDIM-DD models cannot predict well the H2 mass
fractions at x=Dj ¼ 7:5 and 15 (high degree of differential diffusion,
cf. Fig. 17), while the REDIM-ED model is suitable for the prediction
at position x=Dj ¼ 30. Therefore, it is interesting to see how the
thermo-kinetic states are distributed compared with REDIM-ED and
REDIM-DD, which are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The blue mesh rep-
resents the REDIM-ED, the red mesh the REDIM-DD. It can be seen
that at x=Dj ¼ 7:5 most scatter points (around 75% of the scatter
points) are located between REDIM-ED and REDIM-DD, explaining

why REDIM-ED over-predicts and REDIM-DD under-predicts the
mass fractions of H2 at this position (cf. Fig. 11). At x=Dj ¼ 30, most
scatter points are closer to or above the REDIM-ED surface. More pre-
cisely, approximately 30% scatter points located between REDIM-ED
and REDIM-DD surfaces are closer to the REDIM-ED surface, while
approximately 60% scatter points are above the REDIM-ED surface.
This indicates that the REDIM-ED is indeed sufficient for the predic-
tion of the thermo-kinetic quantities in this section.

Besides the effect of turbulence on differential molecular dif-
fusion, an accurate estimation of local extinction and re-ignition

FIG. 10. Conditional Favre-averaged wOH over mixture fraction at three different locations for Sandia flame D–F. Symbols: experimental measurements;48 red lines: REDIM-
grad model; yellow lines: REDIM-ED model; purple lines: REDIM-DD model.
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is important for flames E and F, featuring moderate and high tur-
bulence levels. Figure 14 shows the scatter data of wH2 vs the mix-
ture fraction for the experiment48 and the REDIM-grad
simulation at three different positions (x=Dj ¼ 7:5, 15, and 30) for
flame F (same conclusions apply to flame E). The results are con-
sistent with the conditional Favre-averaged results shown in Fig.
11 for flame F. At both positions x=Dj ¼ 7:5 and 15, the high
degree of local extinction can be well predicted by using the pro-
posed algorithm (REDIM-grad). At x=Dj ¼ 30, the simulation
gives less local extinction compared to the experimental

measurement,48 or alternatively, a stronger re-ignition is
observed. This is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 11: the
conditional wH2 at position x=Dj ¼ 30 predicted by REDIM-grad
is higher than the experimental value.48

E. Validation of one-directional gradient
approximation

We have shown so far that the REDIM-grad is suitable to capture
the effect of differential diffusion on thermo-kinetic states in turbulent

FIG. 11. Conditional Favre-averaged wH2 over mixture fraction at three different locations for Sandia flame D–F. Symbols: experimental measurements;48 red lines: REDIM-
grad model; Yellow lines: REDIM-ED model; Purple lines: REDIM-DD model.
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flows. It is also interesting to see whether the direction of rH and nn
overlaps or not. If both directions almost overlap (ffðnn;rHÞ 	 0� or
180�), it can be concluded that we can indeed consider the system
locally as one-dimensional and the directional derivativernnH repre-
sents the main gradient, which has the major contribution on the
chemistry.

Figure 15 shows the probability density (PDF) of the angle
between nn and rh2; a ¼ ffðnn;rh2Þ at three different positions for
Sandia flame D–F. It is observed that in all cases the angles are mostly
either 0

�
or 180

�
. The same also applies for ffðnn;rh1Þ, which is not

shown here. It is therefore observed that the direction of the gradients
of the chosen reduced coordinates H ¼ ðh1; h2ÞT ¼ ð/N2

;/CO2

þ0:5/H2OÞT is coincident with the direction of nn, and there is no
need to consider the tangential gradient along the iso-n-line.

For species H2 on the other hand, tangential diffusion (correspond-
ing to the tangential gradient along the iso-n-surface) was seen to be
important in turbulent flows due to the high molecular diffusivity of
H2,

23,24 as it strongly influences the chemistry.24 It is worth to investigate
the direction of the gradient of H2. Figure 16 shows the probability den-
sity (PDF) of the angle between nn andrH2; a ¼ ffðnn;rH2Þ, at three
different positions for Sandia flame D (the same conclusion applies to
Sandia flame E and F). At position x=Dj ¼ 30 where the degree of dif-
ferential diffusion is low, we notice that a ¼ ffðnn;rH2Þ 	 0�.
However at positions x=Dj ¼ 7:5 and 15 where one has moderate to
high degrees of differential molecular diffusion (cf. Fig. 17) the pdf values
for a ¼ ffðnn;rH2Þ are mostly in the range of 0� � 60� and
120� � 180�. This means that for H2 a tangential gradient along the iso-
n-line exists almost everywhere. Therefore, the use of H2 in the reduced
coordinates does not seem suitable for the one-directional gradient
approximation used in this work because the effect of the tangential gra-
dient on the reduced chemistry has not been accounted for. In other
words, if the species with high molecular diffusivity (e.g., H2) are consid-
ered as reduced coordinates (e.g., h ¼ /CO2

þ /H2O þ /H2

104) the
effect of the tangential gradient must be as well considered in the calcula-
tion. Under such circumstances, the algorithm proposed in Ref. 46
should be used for the REDIM generation instead.

F. Analysis of the degree of differential diffusion

To assess the effect of turbulence on molecular transport for the
Sandia flame series, the degree of differential molecular diffusion cDD,
introduced in Refs. 30 and 35, can be useful. In Ref. 35, a ratio between
molecular diffusivity (physical transport property, Dm) and turbulent
diffusivity (modeled transport property,Dt) is introduced to represent
the degree of differential molecular diffusion

FIG. 12. Scatter plots of mass fraction of H2 over h1 and h2 at position x=Dj ¼ 7:5
for flame D. Scatter plots: predicted by four-dimensional REDIM-grad model; blue
mesh: system states predicted by REDIM-ED; red mesh: system states predicted
by REDIM-DD.

FIG. 13. Scatter plots of mass fraction of H2 over h1 and h2 at position x=Dj ¼ 30
for flame D. Scatter plots: predicted by four-dimensional REDIM-grad model; blue
mesh: system states predicted by REDIM-ED;red mesh: system states predicted by
REDIM-DD.

FIG. 14. Scatter plots of mass fraction of H2 over mixture fraction at three different
positions for flame F. Left: experimental data;48 Right: simulation results using
REDIM-grad.
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cDD ¼ Dm

Dm þDt
: (29)

cDD vanishes (cDD ! 0) ifDt � Dm, meaning that the flow has a low
degree of differential molecular diffusion, and it is dominated by turbu-
lent transport. On the other hand, cDD ! 1 for Dm � Dt means that
the flow has a high degree of differential molecular diffusion.

In the framework of the RANS method, the turbulent diffusivity
can be modeled as:30 Dt ¼ ðCl=SctÞ � ðk2=�Þ; where the model con-
stant is Cl ¼ 0:09. Sct is the turbulent Schmidt number, k is the turbu-
lent kinetic energy, and � is the turbulent dissipation. The turbulent
diffusivityDt is related to the turbulence Reynolds number ReL where
the characteristic length scale is defined as L ¼ k3=2=e:30,56,78

ReL ¼ ðk1=2 � LÞ=�, where � is the kinematic viscosity. Thus, Eq. (29)
can be reformulated as

cDD ¼ Dm

Dm þ Cl

Sct
� � � ReL

: (30)

It is evident that by increasing Reynolds number, the degree of differen-
tial molecular diffusion cDD decreases monotonically and the turbulent

transport plays a dominant role. In the calculation of cDD [see Eq. (30)]
for Sandia flame series, we follow the setup in Ref. 30: the turbulent
Schmidt number Sct is set to 0.85; The molecular diffusivity and viscosity
are approximated, respectively, as � ¼ 1:57� 10�5ðT=294KÞ1:70 and
Dm ¼ 2:06� 10�5ðT=294KÞ1:70.

Figure 17 shows radial profiles of cDD at three different axial posi-
tions (x=Dj ¼ 7:5; 15, and 30) for all three flame configurations. Two
important observations should be addressed here, which have also
been confirmed in, e.g., Ref. 30:

• cDD reaches its maximum at r=Dj 	 1:0. This is the position of
the temperature peak, associated with a high the molecular diffu-
sivity Dm.

30

• The effect of molecular diffusion becomes less significant
(decreasing cDD) moving further downstream, consistent with
the results in Fig. 11 showing that at position x=Dj ¼ 30 the
REDIM-ED (unity-Lewis number assumption) is good enough
for the prediction of H2 concentrations, while upstream
(x=Dj ¼ 7:5 and 15) the instantaneous scalar gradients on
REDIM reduced chemistry (REDIM-grad) are needed.

To summarize, the effect of differential molecular diffusion can
be well captured by the REDIM model taking into account the effect
of scalar gradients on the chemistry automatically, and no additional
models for the transport properties such as unity-Lewis number
assumption are necessary.

FIG. 15. Probability density of angle between nn and rh2; a ¼ ffðnn;rh2Þ at three different positions for Sandia flame D–F.

FIG. 16. Probability density of angle between nn and rH2; a ¼ ffðnn;rH2Þ at
three different positions for Sandia flame D.

FIG. 17. Radial profiles of degree of differential molecular diffusion cDD at three dif-
ferent axial positions (x=Dj ¼ 7:5; 15, and 30) for Sandia flame series.
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G. Computational time

Although the results based on REDIM-grad and the one-direc-
tional gradient approximation show a very good agreement with the
experimental data, it is worth to discuss the computational time
required by this computation. For the evolution of the thermo-kinetic
states due to reaction, the source terms of the reduced variables are
pre-tabulated. For the reduced chemistry expressed as M
¼ W : W ¼ WðHÞ� �

(e.g., REDIM-ED and REDIM-DD in this
work), the source terms are stored as FðHÞ. However, for the reduced
chemistry in form of M ¼ W : W ¼ WðH; vðHÞÞ� �

(e.g., REDIM-
grad in this work), the source terms are stored as FðH; vðHÞÞ.
Compared to the REDIM-ED and REDIM-DD models, the applica-
tion of REDIM-grad requires the determination of gradients vðH�Þ
for each notional particle as an additional step. Furthermore, the inter-
polation routine for the table lookup to retrieve the source terms
requires higher central processing unit (CPU) times for REDIM-grad
than for REDIM-ED and REDIM-DD. In this work, a series of loops is
used to determine the gradients of each particle, so that the calculation
using the four-dimensional REDIM-grad is about 4 times slower than
using the two-dimensional REDIM-ED and two-dimensional
REDIM-DD. More precisely, for the simulation using Np¼ 120
notional particles per cell and totally 2142 CFD cells in the present
work, the overall computational time for the whole simulation with 36
CPU cores using the two-dimensional REDIM-ED or the two-
dimensional REDIM-DD is around 10h (0.4 days) in average, while
using the four-dimensional REDIM-grad it is around 45h (1.9 days).
A certain speed-up is expected if moving to parallel loops. However,
the CPU time required by REDIM-grad is still expected to be larger
than REDIM-ED and REDIM-DD. To summarize, in the framework
of the REDIM method much more accurate predictions of the
thermo-chemical quantities could be obtained using the REDIM-grad
in this work, at the cost of an increased computational time.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work focuses on the use of REDIM reduced chemistry for
numerical simulations of turbulent non-premixed flames. A novel
method has been proposed to consider the differential diffusion in the
REDIM model for the turbulent reactive simulations. The REDIM
model has been parametrized by selected reduced variables H and
their gradients gradðHÞ. Since the transport coefficients are physical
properties that are not affected by the external flow, a detailed trans-
port model is considered to build the transport matrix. The effect of
turbulence on differential molecular diffusion is considered through
the gradients of the reduced variables gradðHÞ. The one-directional
gradient approximation is proposed in this work to locally treat the
flame as one-dimensional, so that the REDIM reduced chemistry gen-
erated using one-dimensional directional gradients can also represent
the system with multi-directional gradients (REDIM-grad model).
Furthermore, it is assumed that the sub-grid gradients can be approxi-
mated by the gradients calculated through the PDF particle field. The
well-known turbulent non-premixed jet flames, Sandia D–F, are
selected for validation. The results show that the REDIM-grad can
capture the effect of turbulence on differential molecular diffusion and
the degree of local extinction very well, so that the simulation can
reproduce the experimental measurement with good accuracy.
However, such accuracy has the drawback of having a higher compu-
tational cost. Further investigations aimed to find a possible

correlation between scalar gradients are required, in order to reduce
the dimensions of the proposed model (REDIM-grad). The approxi-
mation of the real sub-grid gradients being represented by the gra-
dients of the particle fields is a model assumption, which in principle
needs further investigation. Room of improvement is also given by the
calculation of the reduced variable gradients at run-time, which can be
further optimized to reduce the computational cost.
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